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“La matematica non è una scienza esatta. 
Il sogno della scienza - e il suo intimo sfogo - è sempre stato quello di prevedere ciò che accadrà, 
di poter calcolare con precisione assoluta, una serie di cause ed effetti che capiterà da qui in poi. 
Tutti i più grandi scienziati si sono chiesti se esiste un modo per prevedere con assoluta certezza il 
nostro futuro e un giorno Werner Heisenberg ha trovato la risposta.  
E la risposta è: non lo sapremo mai.” 
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ABSTRACT 
Due to the fact that team sports such as football have a complex multidirectional and 
intermittent nature, an accurate planning of the training workload is needed in order to maximise the 
athletes’ performance during the matches and reduce their risk of injury. Despite the evaluation of 
external workloads during trainings and matches has become more and more easier thanks to the 
advent of the tracking system technologies such as Global Position System (GPS), the planning of 
the best training workloads aimed to obtain the higher performance during the matches and a lower 
risk of injury during sport stimuli, is still a very difficult challenge for sport scientists, athletic trainers 
and coaches. The application of machine learning approaches on sport sciences aims to solve this 
crucial issue. Hence, the combination between data and sport scientists’ peculiarities could maximize 
the information that can be obtained from the football training and match analysis. Thus, the aim of 
this thesis is to provide examples of the application of the machine learning approach on sport science. 
In particular, two studies are provided with the aim of detecting a pattern during in-season football 
training weeks and predicting injuries.  
For these studies, 23 elite football players were monitored in eighty in-season trainings by 
using a portable non-differential 10 Hz global position system (GPS) integrated with 100 Hz 3-D 
accelerometer, a 3-D gyroscope, and a 3-D digital, Northern Ireland compass (STATSports Viper). 
Information about non-traumatic injuries were also recorded by the club’s medical staff. In order to 
detect a pattern during the in-season training weeks and the injuries, Extra Tree Random Forest 
(ETRFC) and Decision Tree (DT) Classifier were computed, respectively. 
In the first study it was found that the in-season football trainings follow a sinusoidal model 
(i.e. zig-zag shape found in autocorrelation analysis) because their periodization is characterized by 
repeated short-term cycles which are constituted by two parts: the first one (i.e. trainings long before 
the match) is constituted by high training loads, and the second one (i.e. trainings close to the match) 
by low ones. This short-term structure appears to be a strategy useful both to facilitate the decay of 
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accumulated fatigue from high training loads performed at the beginning of the cycle and to promote 
readiness for the following performance. As a matter of fact, a patter was detected through the in-
season football training weeks by ETRFC. This machine learning process can accurately define the 
training loads to be performed in each training day to maintain higher performance throughout the 
season. Moreover, it was found that the most important features able to discriminate short-term 
training days are the distance covered above 20 W·kg-1, the acceleration above 2 m·s-2, the total 
distance and the distance covered above 25.5 W·Kg-1 and below 19.8Km·h-1. Thus, in accordance 
with the results found in this study, athletic trainers and coaches may use machine learning processes 
to define training loads with the aim of obtaining the best performance during all the season matches. 
 Players’ training loads discrepancy in comparison with the ones defined by athletic trainers 
and coaches as the best ones to obtain enhancement in match performance, might be considered an 
index of individuals’ physical issue, which could induce injuries. As a matter of fact, in the second 
study presented in this thesis, it was found that it is possible to correctly predict 60.9% of the injuries 
by using the rules defined by DT classifier assessing training loads in a predictive window of 6-days. 
In particular, it was found that the number of injuries that the player suffered through the season, the 
total number of Acceleration above 2 m·s-2 and 3 m·s-2, and the distance in meters when the Metabolic 
Power (Energy Consumption per Kilogramme per second) is above the value of 25.5 W/Kg per 
minute, are the most important features able to predict injuries. Moreover, the football team analysed 
in this thesis should keep under control the discrepancy of these features when players return to the 
regular training because of the numerous fall-backs into injuries that have been recorded. Thus, this 
machine learning approach enables football teams to identify when their players should pay more 
attention during both trainings and matches in order to reduce the injury risk, while improving team 
strategy. 
 In conclusion, Machine Learning processes could help athletic trainers and coaches with the 
coaching process. In particular, they could define which training loads could be useful to obtain 
enhancement in sport performance and to predict injuries. The diversities of coaching processes and 
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physical characteristics of the football players in each team do not permit to make inferences on the 
football players’ population. Hence, these models should be built in each team in order to improve 
the accuracy of the machine learning processes. 
Keywords – Machine Learning process; training loads; injury prediction; GPS.  
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PART 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1.  THE ERA OF BIG DATA 
The term ‘Big Data’ reflects the enormous size of dataset that we are now producing worldwide. 
We are on the edge of an era where a large amount of data are obtained from sensors ubiquitously 
present in the world and which produce a fingerprint of what surround us (Hilbert and López 2011). 
Analyses of these large amounts of data are so complex that traditional statistics is considered 
inadequate. As a matter of fact, the term ‘Big Data’ is often meant as predictive analytics or to other 
advanced data mining methods useful to examine huge datasets (Cavanillas, Curry, and Wahlster 
2016). The innovative technology of the Big Data offers a new way to extract information from the 
tsunami of data that is sweeping us. The ability to manage and extract information from big datasets 
permits to have advantages on competitors. In particular, accuracy in the predictive model created 
from historical evidence may lead to take more focused decisions on future actions.  
Several experts of diverse research fields have already embarked on the Big Data analysis. 
Healthcare, public care, finance and insurance are the first sectors that have an impact from big 
datasets (“Community Cleverness Required” 2008; Reichman, Jones, and Schildhauer 2011). The 
impact of Big Data has gone beyond these sectors. The explosion of available data is increasing in all 
research fields producing what is call Data Science (Hey, Tansley, and Tolle 2009). Data Science 
aims to extract knowledge from data by interdisciplinary fields such as mathematics, statistics and 
computer science (i.e. probability models, machine learning, statistical learning, data mining, pattern 
recognition, artificial intelligence and high performance computing) (Choi 2014). The development 
of machine learning applied on big datasets has enhanced the growth and importance of Data Science.  
Machine learning is focused on pattern recognition and computational learning theory in artificial 
intelligence. This methodology tries to create algorithms able to learn from and make predictions on 
Big Data (Flach 2012). In particular, Peter Flatch defines machine learning as something “…all about 
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using the right features to build the right models that achieve the right task” (Flach 2012). In essence, 
Flatch tries to explain that by using the correct language (i.e. features) it is possible to solve a problem 
(i.e. task) through a specific machine learning algorithm (i.e. model).  
Hence, this methodology allows researchers, data scientists, engineers, and analysts to predict 
results and to make decision through the learning of historical relationships and trends in the data. 
For this reason, all research fields can obtain advantages by using machine learning in order to make 
inferences on data.  
 
1.1.1. BIG DATA 
John Mashey coined the term Big Data in 1990s. It was defined as large datasets so large and 
complex that it is hard to analyse using “standard” data processing and most common statistical 
software (Haughton et al. 2015; Snijders, Matzat, and Reips 2012). Hence, Big Data requires specific 
techniques and technologies able to reveal insights from huge datasets that are diverse, complex, and 
of a massive scale (Hashem et al. 2015).  
Volume, Velocity, Variety and Value are the 4 V that characterized Big Data (Gantz and 
Reinsel 2011) (Figure 1.1). This categorization is widely recognized because it highlights the meaning 
and necessity of big data. In detail: 
 Volume refers to all type of data that can be generated from diverse sources growing 
continuously in size (O’Leary 2013). 
 Velocity refers to the speed at which data is created, transferred and processed. Having 
Big Data, the speed in which data can be accessed, analysed and presented is crucial 
(Berman 2013; O’Leary 2013).  
 Variety refers to different types of data collected via sensor (e.g. Global Position 
System, Accelerometer and Gyroscope), smartphones (e.g. pictures, contacts and 
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games) or social networks (e.g. Facebook, Instagram and Twitter). These data could 
include video, image, text and number, in either structured (e.g. numeric, currency, 
alphabetic, name, date and address) and unstructured (e.g. photos, graphic images, 
videos, webpages, PDF files, PowerPoint presentations, emails, and word processing 
documents) format (O’Leary 2013).  
 Value is the most important part of Big Data. It refers to process that permits to detect 
information and patterns hidden into the records (Hashem et al. 2015; O’Leary 2013). 
 
 
Figure 1.1. 4V of Big Data (Dunn and Coffe 2013) 
 
In order to better understand their characteristics, Big Data can be classified into different 
categories. This classification is important due to the fact that there are different kinds of large-scale 
data in the cloud (Hashem et al. 2015). Five different aspects were taken into consideration to classify 
Big Data: data sources, content format, data stores, data staging, and data processing. Hence, it is 
possible to record data from several devices (e.g. Global Position System, questionnaire and sensors) 
that are organized on different formats (i.e. Structured, semi-structured and unstructured; Table 1.1) 
and are stored with different layouts (see Data Stores in Table 1.1). In this way, data can be organized 
(i.e. Cleaning, transform and normalization; Table 1.1) in order to make inferences and predictions 
on a specific problem to solve. 
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Table 1.1. Various categories of big data (Hashem et al. 2015) 










Structured data are often managed Structured Query Language, a programming language created 
for managing and querying data in RDBMS. Structured data are easy to input, query, store, and 
analyse. Examples of structured data include numbers, words, and dates. 
Semi-structured 
Semi-structured data are data that do not follow a conventional database system. Semi-structured 
data may be in the form of structured data that are not organized in relational database models, such 
as tables. Capturing semi-structured data for analysis is different from capturing a fixed file format. 
Therefore, capturing semi-structured data requires the use of complex rules that dynamically decide 
the next process after capturing the data. 
Unstructured 
Unstructured data, such as text messages, location information, videos, and social media data, are 
data that do not follow a specified format. Considering that the size of this type of data continues 
to increase through the use of smartphones, the need to analyse and understand such data has 










Document-oriented data stores are mainly designed to store and retrieve collections of documents 
or information and support complex data forms in several standard formats, such as JSON, XML, 
and binary forms (e.g., PDF and MS Word). A document-oriented data store is similar to a record 
or row in a relational database but is more flexible and can retrieve documents based on their 
contents (e.g., MongoDB, SimpleDB, and CouchDB). 
Column-oriented 
A column-oriented database stores its content in columns aside from rows, with attribute values 
belonging to the same column stored contiguously. Column-oriented is different from classical 
database systems that store entire rows one after the other. 
Graph database A graph database, such as Neo4j, is designed to store and represent data that utilize a graph model with nodes, edges, and properties related to one another through relations. 
Key-value 
Key-value is an alternative relational database system that stores and accesses data designed to 
scale to a very large size. Dynamo is a good example of a highly available key-value storage system. 
Similarly, a scalable key-value store supports transactional multi-key access using a single key 
access supported by key-value for use in G-store designs. A scalable clustering method to perform 
a large task in datasets. Other examples of key-value stores are Apache Hbase, Apache Cassandra, 
and Voldemort. Hbase uses HDFS, an open-source version of Google׳s BigTable built on 
Cassandra. Hbase stores data into tables, rows, and cells. Rows are sorted by row key, and each cell 
in a table is specified by a row key, a column key, and a version, with the content contained as an 







g Cleaning Cleaning is the process of identifying incomplete and unreasonable data. 
Transform Transform is the process of transforming data into a form suitable for analysis. 
Normalization Normalization is the method of structuring database schema to minimize redundancy. 
 
 
1.1.2. MACHINE LEARNING 
Herbert Simon, who won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1978, defined Machine Learning 
as “…computer programs that automatically improve their performance through experiences”. As a 
matter of fact, it is a subfield of Computer Science focused on the study of pattern recognition and 
computational learning theory in artificial intelligence (Flach 2012).   
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As explained before, Machine Learning refers to everything about using the right features to 
build the right models that achieve the right tasks (Flach 2012) (Figure 1.2). Fundamentally, features 
are the individual measurable proprieties of the phenomenon being observed. The accurate choice of 
features typologies (i.e. dependent and independent) is crucial to create a useful algorithm in pattern 
recognition, classification and regression. In addition, the task is the problem we aim to solve using 
features, and the model is the output produced by the machine learning algorithm applied on training 
data. Hence, the selection of the correct model to solve our task is the second crucial aspect to define 
a machine learning algorithm. 
 
 
Figure 1.2.  An overview of how machine learning works to solve problems. A task (red box) requires an appropriate 
model to produce outputs. Obtaining outputs from features is the aim of the learning problem (blue box) (Flach 2012). 
 
Machine learning algorithms are classified into two categories in accordance with the task that 
we want to solve (Figure 1.3): 
1. Supervised machine learning algorithms aim to map function able to predict output features 
(y) based on input ones (x): 
ݕ ൌ ݂ሺݔሻ 
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They are called supervised because the process created to define an algorithm learns from a 
labelled dataset. In particular, these machine learning processes create algorithms able to 
discriminate labels (y) from the training datasets (x). 
Supervised machine learning problems could be further classified into two subgroups (Figure 
1.3): 
o Regression problems, when the output features are continuous, such as blood 
oxygenation, lactate, power or one maximum repetition. 
o Classification problems when the output features are categorical such as injury/no-
injury, goal/no-goal or male/female. 
2. Unsupervised machine learning algorithms aim to create models from the distribution of input 
data (x) to obtain information about them. As a matter of fact, unsupervised dataset has only 
input features (x) without corresponding output one (y). 
Like supervised machine learning problems, Unsupervised machine learning problems could 
be further classified into two subgroups (Figure 1.3): 
o Clustering problems, when it is necessary to discover subgroups in the dataset, such 
as grouping athletes by training/physiological characteristics. 
o Association rules learning problems, when it is necessary to discover rules describing 
a large part of the dataset, such as athletes that when performing a particular training 
(e.g. high intensity resistance training) also perform a particular stretching modality 
(e.g. ballistic stretching).  
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Figure 1.3.  Machine learning problems classification and useful algorithms. 
 
 
1.1.3. DATA ANALYSIS USING PYTHON 
The dimensionality of datasets is one of the criterions that should orient us toward a specific 
analysis software. Another important criterion to choose the more appropriate software to analyse a 
particular dataset is the statistical analysis required to make inference about it. Python, R and C++ 
are some of the programming languages that often meet these two criterions. Due to the dimension 
of the dataset and the statistical analysis required, Python was chosen as the most useful programming 
language to analyse data in this thesis. 
Python is a programming language conceived in the late 1980s by Guido van Rossum at 
Centrum Wiskunde & Informatics (Nederlands). From that moment it has been widely used by 
programmers to write programs on both small and large scales. The success of python was due to the 
fact that it is designed to create readability syntax which allows to express concepts in fewer lines of 
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code (Kuhlman 2009) supporting multiple models of data computation (programming paradigm) such 
as object-oriented (computer programs designed to make interaction among different variables, data 
structure and functions), imperative (computer programs designed to make programming instructions 
that have to be performed by the computer. It is focused on describing how a program operates) and 
functional programming (computer programs designed to build mathematical function of computer 
programs) (Kuhlman 2009). 
Data scientists have recently become interested in Python’s programming language to analyse 
both small and large datasets. This interest towards Python is rising because it is open search, it has 
an awesome online community, it is easy to learn and it is readable. Python community provides 
numerous libraries focused on data analysis. The most important libraries useful to this aim are: 
 NumPy is a fundamental package for scientific computing. It is useful to analyse a 
powerful multi-dimension array and to create sophisticated functions such as linear 
algebra, Fourier transform and random number capabilities. In addition to scientific 
uses, NumPy can be an efficient package to analyse multi-dimensional generic data.  
 SciPy is a collection of packages addressing a number of different standard problem 
domains in scientific computing. In particular, it provides many user-friendly and 
efficient models for numerical integration, optimization, interpolation, image 
processing, and other tasks in science and engineering fields. 
 Pandas is a package that provides high-performance, easy-to-use data structures and 
data analysis tools. In particular, it provides sophisticated indexing functionality to 
make it easy to reshape, slice and dice, perform aggregations, and select subsets of 
data. Moreover, Pandas is focused on the creation of models such as linear and panel 
regressions.  
 Scikit-learn is a package for data mining and data analysis. In particular, it is focused 
on various classifications, regression and clustering algorithms such as support vector 
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machines, random forests classifier, gradient boosting, k-means and Density-Based 
Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN).  
 Matplotlib is the most used package for 2-dimension graphics. It is useful with data 
visualization providing high-quality figures in many formats and providing a 
comfortable interactive environment for plotting and exploring data. It is possible to 
easily generate scatter plots, histograms, power spectra, bar charts, etc. using just a 
few lines of code. Every aspects of a figure can be customized using Matplotlib. In 
particular, the plots created by Matplotlib are interactive, thus allowing the user to 
zoom on a section of the plot and pan around the plot by using the toolbar in the plot 
window. 
Due to the characteristics listed before, Python could be a useful programming language for 
data analysis in several research fields providing accurate inference and prediction about the datasets 
in faster and readable ways by using only a few Python libraries. These same characteristics make 
Python well suited to researchers and experts of different fields without a computational background. 
In addition to these reasons, it is worth noticing that biomedical scientists are increasingly becoming 
computationally oriented. In particular, this is due to the fact that the evolution of measurement 
instruments such as electronic medical records and digital public health registries require 
computational tasks to store and analyse data (Chapman and Irwin 2015). 
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1.2. BIG DATA ANALYSIS IN SPORT SCIENCES 
Exercise scientists and sports experts have always been interested in reading statistics about 
players, teams and performances in order to improve competitions. The vast usage of statistics in 
sports makes Big Data the perfect methodology to study sport performance because large amounts of 
data are recordable through multiple channels. Therefore, with the advent of the ability to analyse Big 
Data, the data extracted from competitions gain more and more importance in the enhancement of the 
performance thus changing the face of sport analysis. What is more, sports scientists are starting to 
apply this successful approach in sports such as football (Tenga et al. 2010; Gréhaigne, Bouthier, and 
David 1997), squash (Y et al. 1996), basketball (Ben Abdelkrim et al. 2010; Csataljay et al. 2009), 
hockey (Spencer et al. 2004), rugby (Deutsch, Kearney, and Rehrer 2007), volleyball (Hughes and 
Daniel 2003) and Australian football (Dawson et al. 2004). 
Sport teams and analytic companies invest several millions per year to buy cameras and 
sensors able to collect more and more data of the performance of their players. One of the most 
significant tasks sport scientists and coaches want to accomplish by using these data, is to understand 
which are the parts of the team sport competition’s pitch which should be dominated by a specific 
player thus being able to determine the team formation more likely to obtain the best performance 
during the match. In order to do that, the analysis of game-play data such as movement and position 
of each player in relation to the teammate, ball and opponent is fundamental (Gudmundsson and 
Wolle 2010). Moreover, despite the training loads are one of the most important topics in training 
periodization (V. Issurin 2008), Big Data analysis has not become popular in training analysis yet 
even though large amounts of data have been recorded in each training. Having this huge quantity of 
data, sport scientists could have a complete overview of the training, which would allow them to 
detect the best loads able to provide enhancement in sport performance. Furthermore, another aspect 
that has a crucial importance in sport sciences is the injuries prevention because players’ injuries have 
a negative impact on both financial and tactical factors of teams (Korkmaz et al. 2014).  
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Thus, the big challenge that Sport Science has chosen to face is to use large datasets to gain a 
competitive advantage in real time during the competition and to help coaches and athletic trainers to 
plan trainings programs able to the performance and reduce the risk of injuries. The aim of this chapter 
is to provide a brief review of what can be found in literature about match and training analyses by 
using Big Data focusing on the football game. In addition, the second aim of this chapter is to provide 
the rationale for which Big Data should be useful to analyse and predict sport performance, training 
loads and injury risk. 
 
1.2.1. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS IN TEAM SPORTS COMPETITIONS 
The ability to process large amounts of data recorded by motion tracking during team sport 
competitions has markedly improved in the last 20 years (Barris and Button 2008).  As a matter of 
fact, instruments such as global positioning system (GPS), high-speed videos and accelerometers 
have become popular in the measurement and the assessment of human physical activity. Thus, the 
quantitative analysis of players and team activities is increasingly becoming an important aspect of 
the coaching process (Eom and Schutz 1992). The detection of tactical models in offensive and 
defensive situations can be helpful for coaches and researchers to identify match regularities and 
random events during the competition (Garganta 2009). The information obtained from match 
analyses is obliviously crucial to achieve individual and team efficacy during the match and it 
constitutes a basic criterion for training program as well (Garganta 2009).  The tactical modelling in 
team sports was initially investigated by several researchers (McGarry et al. 2002; Lames and 
McGarry 2007; Schöllhorn 2003). They used competition modelling to detect patterns during the 
match able to predict the success or failure of the team. In particular, such data could be used to 
establish performance profiles in successful competitions to be compared to the unsuccessful ones 
(Barris and Button 2008). 
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Sports analytics has already consolidated in team sports like basketball and baseball, where 
coaches and experts exploit data on players' and team’s movements and events to understand tactics, 
with the aim to define efficient winning strategies. For example, in National Basketball Association 
league the player’s efficiency rating introduced by Hollinger (Hollinger 2005) is a widely used 
measure to assess players' performance by combining the large amounts of data gathered during each 
match (pass completed, shots achieved, etc.). Moreover, in baseball, Smith et al. (2007) proposed a 
Bayesian classifier able to predict baseball awards in the US Major League Baseball, with an accuracy 
of 80% (Smith, Lipscomb, and Simkins 2007). 
 In the last decade, a rapid improvement of technologies and machine learning processes 
applied on sport performance have been observed. From this quick evolution a reasonable question 
arises: is it possible that computers might one day replace a coach?  In some way, they already do. 
Coaches take more and more into consideration the results of competition analysis in order to improve 
the performance of their teams and to reduce the risk of injuries of their players. However, the not yet 
perfect accuracy detected in the performance prediction suggests that the team coach will always be 
indispensable. The motivational aspect provided by coaches (Charbonneau, Barling, and Kelloway 
2001) is difficult to be replaced by the computer. Nevertheless, this might change in the future. 
 
1.2.1.1. MATCH ANALYSIS IN FOOTBALL 
Due to the great complexity governing the football competition, the statistical analysis of the 
most popular game in the world has been fascinating sport scientists, coaches and field experts for a 
long time. Sixty years ago, Charles Reep started to record football performance data by hand with the 
aim of investigating the patterns existing in several aspects of the football competition (e.g. accurate 
passes, ball lost). He has been the first to demonstrate that several aspects of football could be 
described by mathematical functions (Reep and Benjamin 1968; Reep, Pollard, and Benjamin 1971). 
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Specifically, he affirmed that the probability of losing the ball during the match increases with the 
number of consecutive passes. These results gave him the possibility to define the famous long ball 
theory. In 1973, Valeriy Lobanovskyi provided an early example of an analytic approach to football 
competition when he became coach for Dynamo Kyiv. He defined tactics and schemes for his football 
team by using computer and statistical approach (Kilpatrick, 2011), bringing both Dynamo Kyiv and 
Soviet Union national team to the highest level of European football.  
From these preliminary studies, the technology rapidly grew permitting to easily record a large 
number of football performance features during a match. Opta e Prozone are the two most specialized 
companies collecting football data from every match, generally for commercial purpose. On the one 
hand, Opta provides data describing all events occurred during the competition with details about the 
position of the event inside the football pitch, the type of the event and the player(s) involved. On the 
other, Prozone provides spatio-temporal data describing all players’ movements in the field during 
the competition. Based on these two types of data, a vast amount of researches has been produced in 
the last few years covering different aspects of football performance. 
Several data mining processes were used by different authors to analyse football competitions. 
Borrie at al. (Borrie, Jonsson, and Magnusson 2002) suggested using analysis of time-based event 
records and real-time behaviour records on football performance known as T-pattern detection in 
order to find similarity in passes sequence during the competition. Otherwise, Gudmunsson and Wolle 
(Gudmundsson and Wolle 2010) tried to detect which players’ movements are the most repeated. To 
these aims, they used Frechet distance (i.e. measure of similarity between curves which takes into 
account the location and ordering of the points along the curves) between trajectories to detect 
similarity in players’ movement. Moreover, mine frequent motifs from team passing sequences was 
investigated by Gyarmati et al. (Gyarmati, Kwak, and Rodriguez 2014) in order to classify the team 
playing style. They found that FC Barcelona used a unique passing strategy and playing style 
compared to the other team, thus identifying and describing the famous “Tiki-taka” strategy. In 
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addition, Voronoi spatial classification (Berg et al. 2000) is a geometrical model widely used to 
investigate  football competitions as well. Taki and Hasegawa were among the first to use the Voronoi 
diagram in order to divide the football pitch into cells owned by the football players (Taki and 
Hasegawa 2000). This model was subsequently improved by Fujimura and Sugihara who defined a 
more efficient approximation model for region computations (Fujimura and Sugihara 2005). In this 
study, the area on the football field that a player can reach before any other was considered the 
player’s dominate region defined by the machine learning process. As a matter of fact, the dominant 
regions of the players were computed on the basis of their current positions, speeds and constant 
accelerating abilities. By using the Voronoi diagram, researchers and field experts detected players’ 
passing and movement options (Gudmundsson and Wolle 2010) in order to obtain enhancement in 
football competition.  
Another approach to the problem of data analysis of football competition is based on network 
theory. Players can be easily identified as nodes of a network where a pass between two players 
represents a link between the respective nodes. Based on the network analysis, it was found that 
network metrics can be a powerful tool to assess connections between players and the strength of 
players links (Clemente et al. 2015).  Therefore, the results of this analysis could help coaches and 
athletic trainers to support decisions during the competition. As a matter of fact, Cintia et al. (Cintia, 
Rinzivillo, and Pappalardo 2015) set a pass-based performance indicator by using the team's passing 
network in four national championships. They replaced the real competition results by simulated 
outcomes based on the pass-based indicator obtained from each team. In particular, it was set that a 
team wins when his pass-based indicator value is higher compared to the opponent. Moreover, two 
teams draw when their indicators are close. According to researchers, the more the season goes by 
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1.2.2. ANALYSIS OF TEAM SPORTS TRAININGS 
The sport performance has arisen from well-defined training (Gamble 2006) and not only by 
match features. In point of fact, the training (single session or short-term cycle) causes fatigue in 
athletes’ work capability which promotes a physiological adaptation after a well-defined recovery 
time (V. B. Issurin 2010). In accordance with Selye’s General Adaptation Syndrome (Selye 1946) 
training stimuli lower than optimal ones are not enough to produce adaptation. On the contrary, 
training stimuli higher than optimal ones may lead both to overtraining and to an increased risk of 
injury (Tim J. Gabbett and Ullah 2012). Hence, coaches and athletic trainers have to adjust and 
balance training stimuli, competition stimuli and recovery time properly in order to obtain the best 
performance during the competition (Tim J. Gabbett and Domrow 2007).  
Until now, the prescription of the specific training loads at a specific time for the enhancement 
in sport performance has been largely instinctive, resulting from years of personal experience 
(Borresen and Lambert 2012). It is generally believed that the higher are the training loads the higher 
is the improvement in sport performance. However, as explained before,  even if this theory is widely 
accepted, several studies demonstrated that a random increase in training volume, intensity and 
frequency may increase the probability of injury and overtraining (Urhausen and Kindermann 2002; 
Williams and Eston 1989; Halson and Jeukendrup 2004). Since sport is a very complex field to 
analyse because of the several variables coming into play (e.g. physiological, psychological, 
environmental), there are only a few studies about machine learning process usage able to define 
specific training loads (Rygula 2005; Novatchkov and Baca 2013; Bartlett et al. 2016). Thus, the role 
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1.2.2.1. TRAINING PERIODIZATION IN TEAM SPORTS 
It is well known that training periodization is crucial to optimize training responses. The 
training loads variation within the periodization is a key function in successful training prescriptions 
(Fleck 1999). Training periodization permits to plan a systematic variation of the training loads to 
obtain the physiological adaptation required from a specific sport (Brown and Greenwood 2005; Plisk 
and Stone 2003). However, the application of training periodization schedule in team sports is very 
complex due to the intra-players’ differences, the variety of training goals and the extended 
competition period characterized by frequent competitions. The latter point does not permit to  use  
the traditional periodization model – a division of the entire seasonal program into smaller periods 
and training units aimed to reach the best work capability two/three times per season – for planned 
training variations (Plisk and Stone 2003; Gamble 2006; Daniel Baker 1998). As a matter of fact, it 
is characterized by a gradual progressive increase in intensity (i.e. linear model) that is not useful for 
multi-peak performance. On the contrary, what represents a useful method to train top-level team 
sports, which involves frequent competitions during a competitive season, is the so-called block 
periodization model (Issurin, 2010). It is characterized by drastic variations of intensity within the 
weekly and daily program (i.e. non-linear model or undulating periodization), and it is hence useful 
to this aim (V. B. Issurin 2010). The employment of block periodization is essential in team sports 
such as football, rugby, basketball, etc. because they are characterized by 20-35 weeks with 1 or 2 
competitions per week (Gamble 2006). Indeed, it was found that the application of training design 
following traditional planning precepts in team sports periodization leads to reductions in body mass, 
maximal strength, maximal anaerobic power and maximal speed (Astorino et al. 2004; Kraemer et al. 
2004; Häkkinen 1993). The use of the traditional model is still realistic for junior and low-level 
athletes only, whose competition phases are relatively short and can be considered similar to those of 
individual sports (V. B. Issurin 2010). 
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An example of annual training periodization in terms of duration, dominant training targets, 
and load level is shown in Figure 1.4. This is just an example of one annual training cycle because of 
the impossibility to standardize a universal schedule model due to a great variability among team 
sport calendars. For team sports' annual periodization, it was suggested to perform the traditional 
training model in the off-season and pre-season phases, and the undulating periodization model in the 
in-season one, which is characterized by frequent competitions (Gamble 2006). The traditional model 
performed in the off-season and pre-season phases facilitates the acquisition of general and specific 
sport abilities, which could be maintained in the in-season phase through the undulating periodization 
model.  
 
Figure 1.4. Schematic representation of an annual training periodization in team sports (V. B. Issurin 2010). 
  
The importance of a correct training periodization in team sports cannot be underestimate. 
The long series of stressful competitions often lead to harmful consequences such as pronounced 
catabolic responses (Kraemer et al. 2004; Carli et al. 1982), musculoskeletal disorders and a high risk 
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of injuries (Gamble 2006). Thus, a well-defined annual training periodization that avoids discordant 
physiological responses could facilitate the maintenance of sport-specific abilities and prevent a 
decrease of relevant physiological capabilities (Newton et al. 2006; D. Baker 2001). 
 
1.2.2.2. TRAINING ANALYSIS IN FOOTBALL 
The physical and technical demands in football competitions have noticeably increased over 
the past decade (Barnes et al. 2014). Thus, football coaches and athletic trainers need to implement 
training loads in order to increase the probability of success during competitions. To date, the major 
challenge in football training is to provide accurate training loads boundaries of what the players can 
achieve without exceeding what their bodies can tolerate (Piggott 2008). Therefore, monitoring and 
understanding football training loads has become essential to assess the optimal ones able to increase 
positive training adaptations and reduce the risk of injuries (Rogalski et al. 2013). 
The quantification of external loads in multi-direction sport game such as football is extremely 
difficult to achieve. Thus, traditional approaches focused only upon the duration and frequency of the 
training stimuli are not adequate to quantify specific training loads (Brink et al. 2010). So far, the 
evolution of global positioning systems (GPS) has provided the opportunity to record valid and 
reliable estimates of distance covered by each player during different physical activities which require 
diverse physiological demands (Waldron et al. 2011; Portas et al. 2010; Varley, Fairweather, and 
Aughey 2012). Indeed, the assessment of external loads by using a GPS has focused on the evaluation 
of the distance covered at specific velocities and the time necessary to do it, with a particular attention 
upon the volume of high-speed activities, which are important in football competition (Aughey 2011; 
Di Salvo et al. 2009; Iaia, Rampinini, and Bangsbo 2009). However, these studies did not take into 
account the accelerations and decelerations derived from GPS to describe the external loads. The 
employment of these variables in addition to the distance covered and the time spent at specific 
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velocities could increase the precision of the football energy cost demand estimation. As a matter of 
fact, it was found that the traditional approach underestimates the total energy cost in football activity 
(Osgnach et al. 2010; Cavagna, Komarek, and Mazzoleni 1971; di Prampero et al. 2005). In light of 
these results, a new approach  was recently introduced: combining acceleration and deceleration with 
the traditional estimation of the energy cost during specific running speed to assess the overall energy 
cost of a specific activity (di Prampero et al. 2005). This new approach permitted to Osgnach et al. 
(Osgnach et al. 2010) to detect that the energy cost of the high-intensity football activity was 
underestimated of 2-3 times when assessed using the traditional approach.  
Therefore, by an overall point of view, the assessment of external load is required for team 
sports such as football. The large amount of features easily recorded by GPS technology should be 
used to precisely define the training loads required to obtain enhancement in football competitions 
and to reduce the risk of injuries of football players’. The machine learning process could be useful 
to this aim. However, to the best of our knowledge no study has been performed to quantify training 
loads by using Big Data analysis in order to have an overall point of view on football training loads 
periodization.  
 
1.2.3.  INJURY PREDICTION 
In addition to performance and training analysis, the injury prediction is one of the major 
topics that in the last decade have started to be investigated. This increasing interest towards injury 
prevention and prediction derived from the fact that injuries could impair team’s performance caused 
by the forced absence of essential players to crucial matches. 
In the last decade, it was demonstrated that any injuries which could potentially be considered 
‘training load-related’ are commonly viewed as ‘preventable’ (Tim J. Gabbett 2016). Thus, the 
common aim of sport scientists, doctors and physiotherapists has become to keep players free from 
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injury. To this aim, hypothetical relationships between training, injury, fitness and performance 
(Figure 1.5) (Orchard 2012) verified by several investigation have been proposed (Tim J Gabbett 
2004; Tim J. Gabbett and Jenkins 2011; Tim J. Gabbett and Ullah 2012; Rogalski et al. 2013). In 
particular, it was found that the higher is the training loads the higher is the risk to have an injury. In 
addition, Gabbet (Tim J Gabbett 2004) also showed that reductions in training loads lead to a decrease 
of injury risk without affecting sport-related physical skills. In accordance with these encouraging 
results, sport scientists and researchers have become interested in defining an accurate estimation of 
training loads to obtain the maximum enhancement of performance keeping an acceptable injury rates 
(Tim J. Gabbett and Ullah 2012). 
 
 
Figure 1.5. Hypothetical relationship between training loads, fitness, injuries and performance (Orchard 2012). 
 
Despite these previous reassuring results based on players’ loads, one of the first 
investigations that tries to predict injuries using machine learning process was conducted by Talukder 
et al. (Talukder et al. 2016). They created a model able to predict with accuracy when an NBA player 
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is most likely to get hurt. They used a random forest classifier as machine learning process to predict 
the injury risk from the data recorded during the match performed in the two previous seasons (e.g. 
minutes, competitions played and speed, and distance covered per player). They stated that a 7-days 
predictive window is able to accurately forecast NBA players’ injury. In addition, they stated that the 
most important features that are able to discriminate injury risk are the average speed during the 
competitions, the number of competitions played to date in the season, the average distance covered 
during competitions, the number of minutes played to date in the season and the average field goals 
attempted. This machine learning process enables coaches and athletic trainers to identify the best 
time for a team to rest players and consequently reduce the risk of long injuries. 
 Hence, in accordance with the results found in previous studies, it is licit to suppose 
that the analysis of a large size of variables (i.e. players’ load during both training and match and the 
data derived from the performance) could improve the ability to accurately predict injuries in team 
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PART 2: EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
2.1. AIM OF THE THESIS  
The importance of machine learning process to analyse big data in football trainings is the 
major topic of this thesis. The aim of this work is to provide an overall point of view about the in-
season football trainings through Big Data analysis. In particular, the presence of a weekly pattern 
through in-season trainings (i.e. short term cycle), the importance of the features to describe football 
trainings and the probability of injuries prediction have been investigated. 
To this aim, eighty in-season trainings of twenty-six Italian elite football players were 
recorded by using GPS technology. In accordance with the introduction of this thesis, it was possible 
to hypothesize that GPS features are able to provide an accurate description of the in-season training 
pattern. From this overall point of view, it was possible to detect the most important features that 
should be taken into account to provide enhancement in football competitions. Moreover, thanks to 
this investigation it is licit to suppose that the players who performed training loads different from 
the optimal ones are also those who were subjected to a higher risk of injury. Thus, in light of the 
above assertions, this study aims to provide a valid method to define accurate training loads in in-
season periodization. Individuals’ load discrepancy to the required one detected by this method may 
be useful to obtain enhancement in performance and to detect injury risks. 
The Experimental Studies part consists of two main sections. The first one tries to detect a 
pattern through the in-season football training. The undulated model permits to assert that the in-
season football training was periodized in a short-term cycle in order to obtain the best performance 
several times during the football season. On the basis of these results, the second section provides the 
development of an algorithm able to predict the injury risk.  
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2.2. STUDY 1: CHARACTERIZATION OF IN-SEASON ELITE FOOTBALL 
TRAININGS BY GPS FEATURES: THE IDENTITY CARD OF A SHORT-
TERM FOOTBALL TRAINING CYCLE.  
Rossi A., Perri E., Trecroci A., Savino M., Alberti G., Iaia FM 
School of Exercise Sciences, Department of Biomedical Sciences for Health, Università degli Studi di Milano 
 
2.2.1. ABSTRACT 
Football training periodization is widely recognized as crucial to obtain the best performance 
throughout the matches and to reduce the risk of injuries. Thus, the aim of this study is to detect the 
in-season short-term training cycles in an Italian elite football team. 80 trainings of 26 elite football 
players were monitored during 23 in-season weeks by a global position system (GPS). Machine 
learning process and autocorrelation analyses were performed in order to detect patterns within the 
in-season football trainings. Extra tree random forest classifier (ETRFC) was used to create a 
supervised machine learning process able to describe the football trainings cycle. This analytical 
model allows us to produce reliable decisions and results learning from historical relationships and 
trends in the data. In addition, the autocorrelation analysis allows us to detect similarity of observation 
among the data. On the basis of these analysis, it was found that the in-season football trainings are 
characterized by a series of short-term cycles. This kind of periodization follows a sinusoidal model 
because the short-term cycle detected in the in-season trainings is composed of two parts with 
different training loads. In particular, in the days long before the match football players perform 
higher training loads than in the close ones. To enhance performance and reduce the risk of injuries, 
it would be essential to provide correct stimuli in each short-term cycle per day. Thus, developing a 
valid method able to define the correct training loads in each training day may be central for coaches 
and athletic trainers to periodize correctly the football trainings.  
Keywords — Data analysis; Short-term cycle; Training loads 
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2.2.2. INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade, sport and data scientists have been analysing big datasets of individuals’ 
and teams’ performance in order to verify existing sport theories and develop new ones. Despite 
football is one of the most popular sports in the world, Big Data analysis in football has become 
popular only recently. Sixty years ago, Charles Reep recorded football performance data by hand 
with the aim of investigating patterns that exist in several aspects of the football game (e.g. accurate 
passes, lost ball) (Reep and Benjamin 1968; Reep, Pollard, and Benjamin 1971). From these 
preliminary studies, the technology rapidly grew permitting to easily record a large number of football 
performance features. This large amount of data provides new opportunity of collaborations between 
data and sport sciences to maximise the machine learning potentials for predicting football match 
performance. Since Reep’s studies, more and more investigations have been published in sport 
science journals in order to detect patterns able to describe the football match using wide datasets 
(Bialkowski et al. 2014; Gudmundsson and Wolle 2010; Tamura and Masuda 2015; Taki and 
Hasegawa 2000). The football performance has arisen from well-defined training loads (Gamble 
2006) and not only by match features. Thus, football training investigation is equally important as the 
match analysis in order to predict football performance. This study wishes to be the pioneer of the 
Big Data analysis application on football training.  
The quantification of training loads is a crucial aspect of football. The combination of factors 
that can be manipulated for planning a training session are various. The training (single session or 
short-term cycle) causes fatigue in athletes’ work capability, which promotes a physiological 
adaptation after a well-defined recovery time (V. B. Issurin 2010). Physiological adaptations are due 
to the combination between external loads and recovery (Gamble 2006). Thus, if football players 
performed a particular training in a specific time before the match, they could be more likely to attain 
the best performance while playing.  
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The traditional training periodization – a division of the entire seasonal program into smaller 
periods and training units aimed to reach the best work capability two/three times per season – is not 
suitable for team sports as football. In fact, football players have to reach excellent results throughout 
the football season once or twice a week. The plateau of the performance needed in the football season 
is obviously in contradiction with traditional periodization (Bialkowski et al. 2014) and this is why 
block periodization represents a useful method to train top-level sports (Gudmundsson and Wolle 
2010). To the best of our knowledge, no study investigated which is the pattern useful to training elite 
football players in order to reach the plateau of performance during the in-season period. Our study 
wants fix the gap found in literature in order to provide the training pattern used by football trainers 
to train their athletes. 
The global position system (GPS) provides several indices of external training loads able to 
describe the football training (Cummins et al. 2013). However, even though there is a great amount 
of indicators it is very difficult for coaches and athletic trainers to periodize the trainings because of 
the multidimensional characteristics of football performance. The development of a valid method for 
assessing training load is essential in football since excessive training responses may lead to training 
maladaptation and injury (Ehrmann et al. 2016). Previous studies have already detected a short-term 
training loads periodization but they used only a few GPS features (Akenhead, Harley, and Tweddle 
2016; Malone et al. 2015; Scott et al. 2013). Thus, the major novelty of this study is the training 
analysis on the multidimensional factors that could be able to provide an overall picture of the short-
term football training cycle during the in-season period. 
Thus, the aim of this study is to describe: i) an in-season short-term football training cycle; ii) 
the importance of the features provided by the GPS; iii) the overall periodization of the training 
sessions. For these aims, eighty in-season trainings of twenty-six Italian elite football players were 
recorded by using GPS. In accordance with the above cited literature, it is licit to suppose that the 
twelve features extracted from the GPS could be able to characterize a pattern through in-season 
football trainings. Should this supposition be verified, it would be possible to precisely define training 
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loads in the in-season periodization and the most important features able to describe football trainings. 
As a matter of fact, a sinusoidal model was found in this study. Indeed, a supervised classifier and 
the autocorrelation analysis detected a pattern through the in-season block. Thus, in light of the above 
assertion, this study wants to provide a valid method to define accurate loads in in-season trainings. 
The fundamental issue in this paper is that the football match (i.e. the moment when the players 
perform the higher load) is not taken into account during the analysis. However, the GPS is not 
possible to dress during the match until now. In the 2016-2017 season it will be allowed to use the 
GPS also during the match. Thus, future investigations are scheduled in order to define the best 
training loads in accordance with the match loads in order to obtain enhancement in performance. 
Moreover, a more precise definition of training loads could be useful to predict injury risks by the 
individuals’ load discrepancy to the required one. 
 To investigate our aims, the paper is organized as follows. In session 2 we describe the 
subjects, the instrument and the procedure used to record the football trainings, the features extracted 
from GPS, and the analyses used to detect patterns inside in-season football trainings. In session 3 
we objectively describe the results obtained by our analyses. In particular, in Figure 2.1 we provide 
an identity card of the short-term cycle that could be useful for football coaches and trainers to have 
a clear idea of the loads performed during the short-term cycle. In conclusion, in session 4 and 5 we 
provide comments and explanations about our results suggesting the utility to use data mining process 
to schedule the right training loads. 
 
2.2.3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Subjects: Twenty-six professional football players competing in the Italian Serie B (age = 26 
± 4 yrs; height = 179 ± 5 cm; body mass = 78 ± 8 kg) took part in the study during the 2013-2014 in-
season competition period (23 weeks). Six central backs, three fullbacks, seven midfielders, eight 
wingers and two forwards were recruited. Goalkeepers were not included in the study. 
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Procedure: Players’ physical activity during each training session was monitored using a 
portable non-differential 10 Hz global position system (GPS) integrated with 100 Hz 3-D 
accelerometer, a 3-D gyroscope, a 3-D digital compass (STATSports Viper, Northern Ireland). The 
interaction among these devices is useful to create several GPS features able to describe the sport 
performance (Duncan, Badland, and Mummery 2009). Each player wore a tight vest, and the receiver 
was placed between their scapulae. All devices were always activated 15-min before the data 
collection both to allow acquisition of satellite signals in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions 
and to avoid that inter-unit error players wore the same GPS device for each training session. After 
recording, data were downloaded to a computer and twelve features were automatically computed by 
using the software package Viper Version 2.1 (STATSports 2014). If players did not complete the 
training session or the GPS have not correctly recorded the players’ position, these data was not taken 
into account during the analysis (30% of the individuals’ training sessions were deleted from the 
dataset). The Sport Club gave the permission to use the data for the purpose of research according to 
privacy policy. 
 
Data description: A total of 80 team training sessions and 2080 individual trainings were 
recorded. The short-term training days analysed were:  
• Two days after the previous match (MD+2);  
• Four days before the following match (MD-4);  
• Three days before the following match (MD-3);  
• Two days before the following match (MD-2);  
• The day before the following match (MD-1). 
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The Training Load features recorded were:  
(1)  Total distance: distance (m) covered by each player;  
(2) High Speed Running Distance: distance (m) covered by a player when his speed is above 
19.8 Km·h-1 (5.5 m·s-1);  
(3) Metabolic Distance: distance (m) covered at metabolic power (di Prampero et al. 2005) 
above  20 W·Kg-1;  
(4)  High Metabolic Load Distance: distance (m) covered by a player when his metabolic power 
is above 25.5 W·Kg-1. This value indicates when a player is running at a constant speed of 
19.8 Km·h-1 (5.5 m·s-1) on grass or when he is performing significant acceleration or 
deceleration activity (> 2 m·s-2), and it is identified as indicator of high-intensity distance 
covered (Gaudino et al. 2013) [16];  
(5) Explosive Distance: distance (m) covered by a player when his metabolic power is above 
25.5 W·Kg-1 and the speed is below 19.8 Km·h-1;  
(6)  High Metabolic Load Distance per Minute: average distance covered by a player per minute 
when his metabolic power is above 25.5 W·Kg-1;  
(7-8) Accelerations > 2 m·s-2 and accelerations > 3 m·s-2: acceleration activity measured on the 
basis of the change in GPS speed data is defined as a change in speed for a minimum period 
of 0.5 s with a maximum acceleration in the period of at least 0.5 m·s-2. The acceleration 
is considered ended when the player stops accelerating. The classification of acceleration 
by zone is based on the maximum acceleration reached in the acceleration period;  
(9-10) Decelerations > 2 m·s-2 and decelerations > 3 m·s-2: deceleration activity measured on 
the basis of the change in GPS speed data is defined as a change in speed for a minimum 
period of 0.5 s with a maximum deceleration in the period of at least 0.5 m·s-2. The 
deceleration is considered ended when the player stops decelerating. The classification of 
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deceleration by zone is based on the maximum deceleration reached in the deceleration 
period;  
(11)  Dynamic stress load: total of the weighted impacts that the player endures during the 
training; 
(12) Fatigue Index: ratio between DSL and Speed Intensity (the latter being the sum of the 
product between the time and the index of a specific range of velocity). It is a measure of 
the stress during the training on football players. 
The dataset was composed as <player, short-term training day, match number, f1, f2, f3 … fn> where 
f indicates the GPS features.   
 
Statistical Analysis: The dataset was normalized using min-max standard scaler. The reason 
why this scaling was used is to improve the robustness of the features (very small standard deviation) 
and get the values distribution close to a Gaussian shape. Data were standardized for each subject in 
order to reduce intra-subject variability. Moreover, clustering analysis required data normalization in 
order to standardize the distance through the features thus improving the classification accuracy. 
Extra tree random forest classifier (ETRFC) was performed to create a machine learning process able 
to predict the short-term training cycle. We used ETRFC because it is a very robust model that fits a 
number of randomized decision trees on various sub-samples of the dataset improving the predictive 
accuracy and controlling the possible over-fitting as compared to the decision tree classifier and the 
random decision forest. Gini impurity was used as a criterion to develop the machine learning process 
because it is able to minimize misclassification. Cross validation on diverse test sets was performed 
to assess the machine learning process. Precision, recall and F1-score were computed to estimate the 
accuracy of the algorithm as well. In addition, feature importance analysis was computed according 
to ETRFC algorithm to detect the most important features able to delineate the elite football training. 
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In order to estimate the ability of ETRFC algorithm of characterizing football short-term training 
cycle, a dummy classifier (DC) algorithm was computed using a stratified strategy. This classifier is 
a baseline machine learning process created from the dataset by simple rules. This simple process 
was compared to ERTFC in order to detect which it the best process able to describe the dataset. 
Thus, if the DC algorithm is able to discriminate the short-term training cycle similarly or better than 
ETRFC algorithm, the latter cannot be considered able to discriminate short-term training cycle better 
than the baseline one.  
In order to detect similarity on training time series (i.e. detection of repeating patterns inside time 
series) an autocorrelation analysis was performed. This analysis allows us to detect a periodicity in 
football training throughout the season. 
 
2.2.4. RESULTS 
The ETRFC algorithm is able to characterize the training inside the short-term cycle with an 
accuracy of 63.6%, while the stratify DC algorithm is able to designate 21.9% of the short-term cycle. 
The precision, recall and F1-score for each training day is provided in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 for 
ETRFC and dummy classifier, respectively. In addition, figure 2.1 provides the identity card built 
using the class defined by ETRFC classifier. In the figure, data are presented as mean and coefficient 
of variation in each training day. The importance of the features to define football trainings by ETRFC 
algorithm is provided in table 2.3. The autocorrelation plot does not show significant autocorrelation 
for any features as showed in Figure 2.2. Table 2.3 shows that the distance covered above 20 W·kg-
1 (metabolic distance zonal) and the acceleration above 2 m·s-2 are the two most important features 
to characterize the short-term training cycles using ETRFC process. The ellipse graph showed in 
figure 2.3 describes the two most important features variability through the in-season block of each 
short-term cycle day. The proximity of the ellipses permits us to aggregate the short-term cycle days 
in days long before (i.e. MD+2, MD-4 and MD-3) and close (i.e. MD-2 and MD-1) to the match.  
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Table 2.1. Precision, recall and F1-score of ETRFC algorithm used to predict short-term training. 
Short-term day Precision Recall F1-score Support 
MD+2 0.79 0.47 0.59 81 
MD-4 0.53 0.38 0.44 171 
MD-3 0.55 0.72 0.62 212 
MD-2 0.72 0.56 0.63 218 
MD-1 0.68 0.84 0.75 279 
Average 0.64 0.64 0.63  
SD 0.11 0.19 0.11  
 
 
Table 2.2. Precision, recall and F1-score of DC algorithm. 
Short-term day Precision Recall F1-score Support 
MD+2 0.13 0.14 0.13 81 
MD-4 0.19 0.18 0.18 171 
MD-3 0.21 0.21 0.21 212 
MD-2 0.21 0.22 0.21 218 
MD-1 0.29 0.29 0.29 279 
Average 0.21 0.21 0.20  
SD 0.06 0.06 0.06  
 
 
Figure 2.1. Football training identity card described on the basis of ETRFC as mean and coefficient of variation (the 
latter reported in brackets). The colour indicates to the mean of the percentage of maximal training performed by each 
player. On the x-axis are presented the GPS features and on the y-axis the short-term football training cycle. 
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Table 2.3. Percentage of feature importance based on ETRFC algorithm. 
Features Importance (%) -short-term cycle- 
Importance (%) 
-aggregate training- 
Metabolic distance zonal 11.22 13.06 
Acceleration Z3-Z6 10.71 11.11 
Distance total 10.40 11.53 
Explosive distance 9.57 12.58 
Deceleration Z3-Z6 9.53 10.49 
HML distance 8.54 10.04 
Deceleration Z4-Z6 7.85 7.68 
Dynamic Stress Load 7.07 7.29 
HML distance per min 6.77 5.34 
High speed running 6.59 4.24 
Acceleration Z4-Z6 6.50 3.75 




Figure 2.2. Autocorrelation plot of the features time series. The x-axis shows the trainings and the y-axis shows the value 
of autocorrelation. Different lines represent the GPS features.  
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Figure 2.3. Ellipse plot describing the training day in the short-term cycle. The x-axis presents the most important 
features able to describe the short-term football training cycle and the y-axis indicates the second most important ones. 
Different colours represent the short-term football training cycle days. 
 
 
The ETRFC algorithm is applied to aggregate training days in order to delineate the aggregate 
football trainings (i.e., training day long before or close to the match). This algorithm is able to 
classify the trainings in the two different classes with an accuracy of 90%. The DC algorithm correctly 
characterizes only 52.7% of the football training. Thus, the ETRFC is 37.3% better than the DC to 
discriminate the trainings during the in-season period. The precision, recall and F1-score for each 
training day is provided in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 for ETRFC and dummy classifier, respectively. 
The autocorrelation plot performing on aggregate training days does not show statistically significant 
autocorrelation as showed in Figure 2.4. Table 2.3 shows the importance of the features for the 
aggregate training days. 
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Table 2.4. Precision, recall and F1-score of ETRFC algorithm used to predict short-term training. 
Day label Precision Recall F1-score Support 
Long before the match 0.90 0.89 0.90 464 
Close to the match 0.90 0.91 0.90 497 
Average 0.90 0.90 0.90  




Table 2.5. Precision, recall and F1-score of DC algorithm. 
Day label Precision Recall F1-score Support 
Long before the match 0.51 0.55 0.52 464 
Close to the match 0.54 0.50 0.52 497 
Average 0.53 0.53 0.52  
SD 0.02 0.04 0.00  
 
 
Figure 2.4. Autocorrelation plot of the features time series for aggregate training. The x-axis shows the training and the 
y-axis shows the value of autocorrelation. Different lines represent the GPS features 
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2.2.5. DISCUSSION 
Progressive manipulation of the training loads during a short-term training cycle is a process 
of physiological adaptations where enhancements in performance are achieved (Manzi et al. 2010). 
Therefore, to define accurate training loads during a short-term training cycle is essential to prescribe 
an efficient training stimuli. As showed in the football training identity card (Figure 2.1), each day of 
the short-term training cycle is characterized by a well-defined features pattern. The ETRFC is useful 
to define accurate training loads in each training day due to the fact that this machine learning process 
is able to predict 41.7% better than the DC. Thus, coaches and athletic trainers should detect correct 
training loads by using the ETRFC to provide accurate stimuli to their players in each short-term 
training day thus reducing the risk of training maladaptation and injuries. Moreover, the high training 
loads variability in each short-term cycle day during the in-season football trainings – detected by 
using the coefficient of variation showed in Figure 2.1 – explained the inability of the supervised 
algorithm (36.4%) to perfectly predict the training day in the short-term cycle. In addition, this 
variability also explains the lack of autocorrelation (Figure 2.2) found through the in-season football 
trainings. According to our results, the short-term football training cycle is hard to be detected into 
the in-season training due to the intra-training variability.  
Several studies investigated the training loads in the short-term football training cycle 
focusing only on specific features (Akenhead, Harley, and Tweddle 2016; Malone et al. 2015; Scott 
et al. 2013). Despite differences in absolute training loads were found for several features, the same 
short-term cycle structure was detected. Higher training loads were performed at the beginning of the 
short-term cycle and lower ones in the days prior to the match. This short-term structure appears to 
be a common strategy both to facilitate the decay of accumulated fatigue from high training loads 
performed at the beginning of the cycle and to promote readiness for the next performance (Akenhead, 
Harley, and Tweddle 2016). In accordance with the results found in previous studies, in figure 2.3 - 
ellipse plot of the short-term training day based on the more important GPS features (i.e. metabolic 
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distance zonal and the acceleration above 2 m·s-2) – it is noticeable that the football players performed 
the higher training loads in the days long before the match (i.e., MD+2, MD-4 and MD-3) than in 
those close to it. Thus, supervised machine learning process on two labels (i.e., training either close 
or not to the match) is needed in order to develop a more accurate and precise algorithm. We found 
that the ETRFC on aggregate training days was able to classify the trainings (90%) better than the 
machine learning process used to predict the non-aggregate ones (63.6%). Despite no significant 
autocorrelation was detected, the zig-zag shape detectable in figure 2.4 could support the fact that the 
data derived from a sinusoidal model. Indeed, the structure of the in-season football training follows 
this kind of model because it is composed by repeated short-term cycles characterized by two parts: 
the first one (i.e. long before the match) is constituted by high training loads and the second one (i.e. 
close to the match) by low ones. Thus, it is reasonable to obtain the zig-zag autocorrelation shape 
among trainings during the in-season block because the autocorrelation plot detects an alternate 
correlation (i.e. positive and negative) while the trainings go by. 
Due to the fact that a pattern was found in short-term football training cycles, it is reasonable 
to assume that players performing training loads distant to the short-term cycle average do not achieve 
physiological adaptations and subsequently are unable to improve their performance. As a result,  the 
inability to cope with the physiological demand of elite football match leads to an increased risk of 
injury (Ehrmann et al. 2016). As a matter of fact, Ehrmann et al. (2016) found that players stopped 
by an injury are the ones that performed higher training loads – GPS features such as total distance, 
high-intensity running distance and very-high-intensity running distance – in the week before injury 
compared to the fixed training loads. Thus, future investigations are scheduled in order to create an 
algorithm able to predict the injuries through the most important GPS features detected in this study. 
The four most important GPS features able to characterize short-term football training cycles 
(Table 2.3) were the distance covered above 20 W·kg-1 (metabolic distance zonal), the acceleration 
above 2·s-2, the total distance and the distance covered above 25.5 W·Kg-1 and below 19.8Km·h-1 
(explosive distance). No study in literature investigated the GPS features importance in football 
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training. The studies found in literature investigated at least a few features in each study (Akenhead, 
Harley, and Tweddle 2016; Malone et al. 2015; Scott et al. 2013). Thus, we believe that the most 
important features detected in our study are the best ones to describe the football training and could 
be useful to define the best training loads for obtaining performance enhancements. In conclusion, 
future investigations are necessary in order to detect the needed training loads in each short-term 
cycle day to the aim of achieving the best performance during the match. 
 
2.2.6. CONCLUSIONS 
The experiment proposed in this study detects a short-term cycle through the in-season training block 
by using machine learning process and autocorrelation analysis. The football trainings cycle detected 
is composed of two kinds of trainings: high and low intensity training loads performed in the days 
long before and close to the match, respectively. It is crucial for coaches and athletic trainers to define 
correct training loads in each short-term cycle day in order to control the training loads performed by 
the football players. The correct loads-recover ratio is useful to obtain the best performance on the 
match day and to reduce the risk of injury in players who do not perform trainings close to specific 
loads. Sport experts may use machine learning process to correctly predict the right training loads 
through in-season trainings. The data-driven approach aims to reduce the intra-training variability on 
the training periodization induced by coaches’ and athletic trainers’ intuitions and personal 
experience. Thus, the main practical application of this study is the capability of this machine learning 
process to provide an objective evaluation of the weekly training workload. In this way, coaches and 
athletic trainers could evaluate the fitness state and the effect of training loads on their players. 
Due to the fact that this is only a preliminary study, a future work is planned in order to assess 
the influence of different short-term training cycles on football match performance. In particular, the 
aim of this study will be to provide a universal periodization strategy that could positively affect the 
performance in the match day.  
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2.2.7. CRITICAL ASPECTS  
This study has some critical aspects that have to be highlight in order to avoid 
misunderstandings. 
This study provides a method able to predict training loads that an athletic trainer wants to 
subject his football players to in each training in order to reach excellent results throughout the in-
season football period. The results provided are specific to the football team investigated. The 
machine learning process provided in this study should be used by all the football teams in order to 
provide in each training day the training loads which the athletic trainers and coaches believe to be 
the most suitable to obtain the greatest performance during the match. Obviously, this process does 
not indicate which are the best training loads for football players to obtain enhancements in 
performance. It should be used only for standardizing training loads in each short-term training day 
through the in-season football period.  
This is only a preliminary study aimed to detect a pattern into the football training week 
through the in-season period. Due to the fact that this aim is verified, it is possible to schedule future 
researches with the purpose of detecting the best training loads in each training day in accordance to 
the performance required during the match and predicting the injury risk based on the training loads 
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2.3. STUDY 2: INJURY PREDICTION IN ELITE FOOTBALL PLAYERS BY 
MACHINE LEARNING PROCESS.  
Rossi A.1, Pappalardo L.2, Cintia P.2, Savino M.1, Alberti G.1, Iaia FM1 
1School of Exercise Sciences, Department of Biomedical Sciences for Health, Università degli Studi di Milano 
2Deparment of Computer Science, Univeristà di Pisa 
 
2.3.1. ABSTRACT 
The injury prediction and prevention are important matters for football teams. As a matter of 
fact, injuries could prejudice team’s performance because of forced absence of essential players 
during the matches. Thus, the aim of this study is to provide a predictive model able to prevent 
injuries. To this aim, eighty training sessions of twenty-six elite football players were recorded by 
using STATSports Viper Global Position System (GPS). In order to predict the players’ injuries, a 
Decision Tree Classifier (DT) was used. This machine learning process is based on the most important 
features detected by Linear Support Vector Classification (LSVC) features selection. In particular, 
LSVC selected the number of injuries that the player had succumbed through the season, the number 
of Acceleration above 2 m·s-2 and 3 m·s-2 and the distance in meters when the Metabolic Power 
(Energy Consumption per Kilogramme per second) is above the value of 25.5 W/Kg per minute as 
the most important features to the injury prediction aim. Moreover, a six-days predictive window was 
taken into account to create the machine learning process because it was found to be the best 
observational period to detect features discrepancy between players who get injured and those who 
do not. This DT demonstrates strong accuracy whether a player will get injured (AUC=0.88). In 
particular, DT showed that the first days after a player’s return to the regular training program are 
those with the higher risk of injuries. In conclusion, this approach enables football teams to identify 
when their players need to pay more attention during trainings and matches in order to reduce the 
injury risk, while improving team strategy. 
Keywords — GPS; Training Loads; Injury risk 
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2.3.2. INTRODUCTION 
In last 20 years, the use of machine learning process and statistical analysis approaches in sports 
science have become popular (Pinder et al. 2011). Thanks to these approaches data scientists are being 
able to process large amounts of data recorded during sport performances (Barris and Button 2008). 
The development of several instruments such as global positioning system (GPS), gyroscope, 
accelerometer and high-speed video have allowed to record huge volumes of data able to provide 
insights of individuals’ physical activity (an example of GPS data view is provided in Figure 3.1). 
Thus, the employment of machine learning process and statistical analysis approaches applied on 
large amounts of data permits to have more information on athletes providing intelligent decisions 
during coaching process.  
 
 
Figure 3.1. View of the data recorded by GPS on football field. 
 
One of the most critical aspect in the coaching process is the reduction of injuries. This is due to 
the fact that injuries could impair team’s performance caused by the forced absence of players to 
crucial matches. Thus, the injury prediction and prevention is becoming one of the most important 
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topic for sport researchers. As a matter of fact, in the last decade, it was demonstrated that any illness 
related to training loads is commonly viewed as ‘preventable’ (Tim J. Gabbett 2016). Therefore, the 
assessment of the players’ loads during both trainings and match could be useful to provide an 
accurate model able to detect the injury risk. Actually, several investigations have found a significant 
connection between training loads and the injury rates (Tim J Gabbett 2004; Tim J. Gabbett and 
Jenkins 2011; Tim J. Gabbett and Ullah 2012; Rogalski et al. 2013). In particular, they have found 
that the higher are the training loads the higher is the likelihood to incur an injury. Moreover, Gabbet 
(Tim J Gabbett 2004) showed that reductions in training loads lead to a decrease of injury risk without 
affecting sport-related physical skills. Hence, an accurate estimation of training loads is required in 
order to obtain the maximum enhancement of physical activity yet keeping an acceptable injury rates 
(Tim J. Gabbett and Ullah 2012). 
However, one of the first machine learning processes able to predict injuries was focused on 
match performance (e.g. minutes, competitions played and speed, and distance covered per player) 
(Talukder et al. 2016). The model which was created could predict 19% of the total injuries occurred 
on NBA basketball league (accuracy of 92%). Additionally, Talukder et al. (Talukder et al. 2016) 
stated that the most important features able to predict players’ injuries by their machine learning 
process are the average speed during the competitions, the number of competitions played to date in 
the season, the average distance covered during competitions, the number of minutes played to date 
in the season and the average field goals attempted. Thus, this algorithm allows coaches and athletic 
trainers to provide smart decisions in order to prevent players’ injuries on the basis of individuals’ 
match performance. However, one of the most important limitation of the Talukder et al. (Talukder 
et al. 2016) study is the fact that they did not take into account the players’ loads performed during 
both trainings and matches which could increase the ability of the machine learning process to predict 
injuries. 
The purpose of this study is to provide a predictive model to prevent injuries on the basis of 
training loads. In this study, a supervised machine learning process is proposed in order to solve this 
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high-dimensional unbalanced binary classification problem. The major difficulty to solve this kind of 
problem is that the dataset contains only a few information about the minority class (only the 2% of 
events in Dataset were injuries). To solve this unbalanced problem, eighty in-season trainings of 
twenty-six Italian elite football players were recorded by using GPS. Additionally, non-traumatic 
injuries were recorded by the football team’s medical staff. Despite the difficulty to solve this high-
dimensional unbalanced binary classification problem - yet in light of the previous assertions - it is 
licit to suppose that different training loads patterns are detectable in players that are more likely to 
get injured and those who are not. The model provided in this study has strong performance in terms 
of accuracy and is able to provide a clear prediction about when players should be put at rest in 
accordance with their risk of injury. In particular, in order to predict injuries, it is highlighted the 
importance of the first days after an injury when players return to play. Moreover, to avoid 
misunderstanding, it is necessary to emphasize that this study provides a machine learning process 
able to predict injuries on a specific football team. Thus, to accurately predict injury, the algorithm 
presented in this study should be customized in accordance with training’s loads performed by each 
football team. 
 
2.3.3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Dataset and measure – Twenty-six elite football players from an Italian Serie B club (age = 26 
± 4 yrs; height = 179 ± 5 cm; body mass = 78 ± 8 kg) took part in the study during the 2014-2015 
season. Six central backs, three fullbacks, seven midfielders, eight wingers and two forwards were 
recruited. Goalkeepers were not included in the study. Participants gave their written informed 
consent to participate after having received an explanation of the study aim and methods. The study 
protocol was approved by the Ethical Committee of University of Milan. 
Players’ physical activity of 23 training weeks were monitored using a portable non-differential 
10 Hz global position system (GPS) integrated with 100 Hz 3-D accelerometer, a 3-D gyroscope, and 
a 3-D digital, Northern Ireland compass (STATSports Viper). The interaction among these devices is 
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useful to create several GPS features able to describe the sport performance (Duncan, Badland, and 
Mummery 2009). Each player wore a tight vest, and the receiver was placed between their scapulae. 
All devices were always activated 15-min before the data collection both to allow acquisition of 
satellite signals in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. In order to avoid that inter-unit error 
players wore the same GPS device for each training session. After recording, data were downloaded 
to a computer where the software package (Viper Version 2.1, STATSports 2014) computed a set of 
features for every player and training session. If players did not complete the training session or the 
GPS have not correctly recorded the players’ position, these data were not taken into account during 
the analysis (30% of the individuals’ training sessions were deleted from the dataset). Moreover, the 
club’s medical staff recorded non-traumatic injuries after each training and match day. The Sport 
Club gave the permission to use the data for the purpose of research according to privacy policy.  
A total of 80 team training sessions and 2,080 individual trainings were recorded. Training Load 
features computed by the softer package based on the GPS data. In addition to GPS data, players’ 
characteristics (i.e., age, weight, height and role), the number of injuries occurred before each training 
session (Previous Injuries), play time in the previous match, the number of match played by each 
player were taken in consideration to predict players’ injury. The description of each feature was 
provided in Table 3.1. 
The dataset was composed as follows: 
< Player ID, Training Sequential Index, Injury, f1, f2, f3…fn > 
where f1,…fn are the independent features and Injury is the dependent variable. The latter is 
characterized by two values (binary classification problem): 1 when the players had an injury in the 
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Table3.1. Description of the GPS and players’ characteristics features. 
GPS features description 
Total Distance Distance (meters) covered during the training session 
High Speed Running 
Distance Distance (meters) covered above 5.5m/s 
Metabolic Distance Distance (meters) covered at metabolic power (di Prampero et al. 2005) 
High Metabolic Load 
Distance 
Distance (metres) travelled by players when their Metabolic Power (Energy 
Consumption per Kilogramme per second) is above the value of 25.5 W/Kg. This value 
of 25.5 corresponds to when a player is running at a constant speed of 5.5m/s on grass 
or when they are performing a significant acceleration or deceleration activity, for 
example if they are accelerating from 2 to 4m/s over 1 second (Gaudino et al. 2013) 
Explosive Distance Distance (meters) covered above 25.5 W/Kg and below 19.8 Km/h 
High Metabolic Load 
Distance per minute Average of High Metabolic Load Distance covered in each minute 
Acceleration above 2m/s2 
Number of accelerations measured on the basis of the change in GPS speed data using 
established statistical methods. To count as an acceleration, the increase in speed must 
take place for at least half a second with maximum acceleration in the period at least 
2m/s/s 
Acceleration above 3m/s2 
Number of accelerations measured on the basis of the change in GPS speed data using 
established statistical methods. To count as an acceleration, the increase in speed must 
take place for at least half a second with maximum acceleration in the period at least 
3m/s/s 
Deceleration above 2m/s2 
To count as deceleration, the decrease in speed must take place for at least half a second 
for an activity to be counted as deceleration. Also, the maximum deceleration in the 
period must be at least 2m/s/s 
Deceleration above 3m/s2 
To count as deceleration, the decrease in speed must take place for at least half a second 
for an activity to be counted as deceleration. Also, the maximum deceleration in the 
period must be at least 3m/s/s 
Dynamic Stress Load 
Dynamic Stress Load is the total of the weighted impacts, which is based on 
accelerometer values of magnitude above 2g. Impacts are a mixture of collisions and 
step impacts while running. In sports such as Football Dynamic Stress Load is very 
much dominated by running step peak impacts. In this way the Dynamic Stress Load 
can, as a measure of internal physiological response, measure the level of fatigue of a 
player. 
Fatigue index 
Ratio between Dynamic Stress Load and Speed Intensity. Speed Intensity is calculated 
by assigning an intensity value to the players speed on the basis of the Speed Intensity 
Weighting Function (i.e., ∑WiDTi where i is the number of time points, Wi is the speed 
intensity weighting for time point -exponential function- and DT is the difference 
between two consecutive time points) 
Players' Characteristics features description 
Age Players’ age 
BMI Body Mass Index (ratio between weight expressed in kg and the square of height expressed in meters) 
Role Players' role (i.e., central backs, fullbacks, midfielders and wingers) 
Previous Injuries Number of injuries that players have occurred before each training session 
Play time Minutes of play in the previous match 
Match played Number of matches that the player have played before each training session 
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Experiments – Since the players’ probability of non-traumatic injuries depends on the 
individual’s recent workload history, we considered the n most recent training session of every player. 
We aggregated the n most recent values for every measures by using exponential weighted moving 
average (EWMA). In our experiments we varied n=1…10 to select the value of n leading to the best 
classification results (see Appendix Section 1).   
We first performed a features selection task to select the relevant features for the injury 
prediction. This process also reduces the dimensionality of the features space to overcome the risk of 
overfitting and it makes the machine learning model easier to be interpreted by researchers and field 
experts (James et al. 2013). We used Linear Support Vector Classification (LSVC) for the feature 
selection because it is robust to the presence of sparse and noisy data (James et al. 2013) (see 
Appendix Section 2). In addition, we performed Decision Tree (DT) and the Extra Tree Random 
Forest (ETRFC) classifiers to predict injuries on the complete dataset (CD), on the dataset created by 
LSVC feature selection (FSD) and on the dataset with Previous Injuries as unique features (PID) 
varying n=1…10. All the classification tasks were performed using Stratified-Kfolds cross-validation 
(k=10). We compared the classifier with two baselines which predict injury class in two ways: (i) by 
respecting the distribution of classes (DCs); and (ii) by selecting always the most frequent class 
(DCmf). We built a third baseline classifier based just on the Pervious Injury feature (DCpi) to assess 
the contribution of fall back into the injury prediction process. This classifier predicted injuries when 
players had had a previous injury. We evaluated the quality of the classification tasks by four 
measures: precision, recall, F1-score and area under the ROC curve (AUC) (see Appendix Section 
3). Finally, Mann-Whitney U test was performed in order to detect differences between No-Injury 
and Injury predicted events. No parametric unpaired t-test was performed because the assumption of 
normal data distribution was not met using Shapiro-Wilks’ Normality test. The level of significance 
was set at p<0.05. Python 2.7 was used to perform predictive machine learning algorithm and the 
statistical analysis. 
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In addition, twenty-three training-test sets were used in order to assess the accuracy of machine 
learning process to predict injuries as the season goes by (Real Scenario). In particular, the learning 
process was performed through subsequent training weeks (i.e. from one to twenty-three) to predict 
injuries in the next one (figure 3.2). In each training-test set, DT classifier on the feature selected by 
LSVC feature selection was performed to predict injuries. All the training tasks were performed using 
Stratified-Kfolds cross-validation (k=10). In addition, the classification report (i.e. precision, recall 
and F1-score) was computed to detect the accuracy of the machine learning process when the season 
went by. 
 
Figure 3.2. Organization of training and test sets to test the accuracy of machine learning process to predict injuries. 
 
2.3.4. RESULTS 
Table 3.2 shows the classification reports of machine learning processes and dummy 
classifiers for the moving average with n=6 which it is found to be the best moving average to predict 
injuries (Figure 3.3). Moreover, it was found that the DT classifier performed on FSD is the best 
machine learning process to predict injuries (60.9% of the injury was detected. See Table 3.2 and 
Figure 3.4). The features selected by LSVC feature selection method are Previous Injuries, 
Acceleration above 2 m·s-2, High Metabolic Load Distance per Minute and Acceleration above 3 m·s-
2. ROC curves and AUC of the machine learning process that was able to better predict injuries (i.e. 
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DT classifier) are provided in Figure 3.5. In addition, 82.13%, 7.41%, 7.12% and 3.34% are the 
features importance percentages to predict injuries of Previous Injuries, Acceleration above 2 m·s-2, 
Acceleration above 3 m·s-2 and High Metabolic Load Distance per Minute, respectively. Means, 
Standard Deviations and the results of the statistical analyses of the features selected grouped in 
accordance to the injury prediction performed by DT Classifier are provided in Table 3.3 and Figure 
3.6. In addition, the Decision Tree process to predict injuries is showed in Figure 3.7. Moreover, in 
Table 3.4 the different injury scenarios detected by the DT is resumed. This table provides the 
variables thresholds that are able to discriminate players who got injured, the probability of injury, 
and the number of injuries observed and predicted by the DT. Figure 3.8 shows the classification 
report and the number of injuries predicted when the machine learning process has been performed 
through the football season. It is noticeable that this process was be able to correctly predict 9 of 21 
injuries if it was performed when the season go by. 
 
Figure 3.3. AUC average values of Stratified-Kfolds cross-validation for different Exponential Weighted Moving 
Average span on Complete and Feature Selection datasets. 
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Table 3.2. Classification report of DT, ETRFC and DC using n=6 moving average. 












 No injury 0.98 1.00 0.99 
0.81 
Injury 0.67 0.10 0.17 
ET
RF
C No injury 0.99 1.00 0.99 
0.75 
Injury 0.64 0.52 0.56 
DC
s No injury 0.98 0.97 0.98 
0.51 
Injury 0.00 0.00 0.00 
DC
m
f No injury 0.98 1.00 0.99 
0.49 
Injury 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Dc
pi
 No injury 1.00 0.65 0.79 
0.80 














T No injury 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.88 
Injury 0.80 0.76 0.78 
ET
RF
C No injury 0.98 1.00 0.99 
0.86 
Injury 1.00 0.19 0.32 
DC
s No injury 0.98 0.97 0.98 
0.49 
Injury 0.04 0.05 0.04 
DC
m
f No injury 0.98 1.00 0.99 
0.50 
Injury 0.00 0.00 0.00 
DC
pi
 No injury 1.00 0.65 0.79 
0.80 













T No injury 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.81 
Injury 0.65 0.62 0.63 
ET
RF
C No injury 0.99 1.00 1.00 
0.76 
Injury 1.00 0.22 0.39 
DC
s No injury 0.98 0.98 0.98 
0.49 
Injury 0.09 0.10 0.09 
DC
m
f No injury 0.99 1.00 0.99 
0.50 
Injury 0.00 0.00 0.00 
DC
pi
 No injury 1.00 0.65 0.79 
0.80 





Table 3.3. Means and Standard Deviations and statistical differences of the feature selected grouped by the injury 





above 2 m·s-2 *** 
High Metabolic 
Load Distance 
per Minute *** 
Acceleration 
above 3 m·s-2 *** 
No-injury 0.55 ± 0.89 65.60 ± 16.37 8.91 ± 3.25 16.42 ± 6.66 
Injury 0.91 ± 0.79 60.56 ± 12.48 7.96 ± 1.76 16.95 ± 5.28 
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Table 3.4. Decision Tree thresholds for 7 different injury scenarios. 
  Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5 Scenario 6 Scenario 7 
Previous Injuries <=0.40 <=1.36 >=2.05 <=1.51 <=1.36 <=1.08 >=1.08 
Acceleration above 2 m·s-2 --- <=53.96 <=57.96 <=77.16 <=57.93 <=49.20 <=78.42 
HML per min --- --- --- --- >=7.53 <=6.80 --- 
Acceleration above 3 m·s-2 --- --- >=16.67 --- --- --- --- 
Probability of injury 6% 80% 33% 9% 50% 33% 12% 
Number of injuries 
observed 11 3 2 2 1 1 1 
Number of injuries 




Figure 3.4. Classification report of the Decision tree by different datasets ordered by F1 score 
 
 
Figure 3.5. ROC curves of Decision Tree Classifier and associated Area Under the Curve (AUC) 
 




Figure 3.6. Boxplots of Previous Injuries, Acceleration above 2 m·s-2, High Metabolic Load Distance per Minute and 
Acceleration above 3 m·s-2 grouped by no-injury/injury predicted using Decision Tree Classifier. Numerical means and 
standard deviations are provided in Table 3.3. 
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Figure 3.7. Decision Tree Classifier to predict injuries. The red line shows the different scenarios that describe injuries. 
The bigger is the line, the higher is the number of injuries that the scenario is able to describe. The value scores reports 




Figure 3.8. Classification report of each prediction week in the real scenario. It reports the number of injuries correctly 
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2.3.5. DISCUSSION 
This is one of the first studies which tried to predict injuries by using machine learning 
processes. The novelty of this study is to provide a mathematical method based on players’ training 
loads able to detect when a player is going to be injured. The growing interest towards this topic is 
due to the fact that injuries could impair team’s performance caused by the forced absence of essential 
players during crucial matches. Hence, an accurate prediction of injuries could have beneficial effects 
on team performance and consequently on football teams’ finance.  
Our results showed that it is possible to predict injuries by using machine learning process. 
As a matter of fact, it was found that the DT classifier is the best machine learning process to this aim 
compared to ETRFC. As a matter of fact, the higher accuracy assessed by F1-scores was detected 
when the injury was predicted using this machine learning process (Table 3.2). Moreover, due to the 
fact that a lower prediction accuracy was detected by both stratified and most frequent dummy 
classifiers compared to DT one (Table 3.2), the latter can be considered a valid method to the injury 
prediction aim. In addition, it was found that the prediction accuracy of the DT increases when the 
predictive window refers to a 6 days’ span (Figure 3.2). Thus, athletic trainers and coaches should 
take into account this period to detect possible players’ illness that could induce injury. As a matter 
of fact, in professional Australian football it was found that the ratio between 6-days acute time 
window and 21-days chronic one is able to explain non-contact injury risk in the match day and at 
least in the next 5 days assessing discrepancy in the distance covered at a velocity of between 18 and 
24 km/h (Carey et al. 2016). Differently, Talukder at. al (Talukder et al. 2016) showed that is possible 
predict injuries within 7-days after a match using players’ technico-tactical match profiles 
(AUC=0.92) recorded in 14-days predictive windows. The difference in predictive windows span 
detected in previous studies could be explained by the different nature of the features used to this aim 
(e.g., trainings workloads and technico-tactical matches features). Moreover, different sports, 
coaching process and players’ physical characteristics affected the prediction process as well. 
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The choice of the most important features able to discriminate injuries improves the ability of 
the DT classifier (Table 3.2 and Figure 3.3). Indeed, in a 6-days’ span period, the field experts could 
monitor only a few features (i.e. Previous Injuries, Acceleration above 2 m·s-2, Acceleration above 3 
m·s-2 and High Metabolic Load Distance per Minute) to discriminate the players more likely to incur 
injuries in the next training or match. As a matter of fact, significant discrepancies of these features 
were found between the injury’s and no-injury’s 6-days records (Table 3.3 and Figure 3.5). In contrast 
to previous studies, which found an influence of high loads on injury events (Tim J. Gabbett 2016; 
Tim J Gabbett 2004; Tim J. Gabbett and Ullah 2012; Tim J. Gabbett and Jenkins 2011; Rogalski et 
al. 2013), this study shows that the players who performed a significantly lower number of 
accelerations above 2m·s-2 and High Metabolic Load distance per minute are those who are more 
likely to get injured (Table 3.3 and Figure 3.5). This is probably due to the fact that the players who 
got injured are also those who were not able to perform the training loads scheduled within six days 
before the injury events because of latent physical problems which had induced non-traumatic 
injuries. Moreover, due to the fact that a high number of relapses were observed in the dataset (i.e. 
about 62% of injuries happened few days after the injured player returned to regular training 
activities), it seems that the players who incurred an injury had not completely recover from their 
previous one, thus having an inability to perform regular training loads.  
An accurate analysis of the decision tree provided in Figure 3.7 is needed in order to better 
understand how the machine learning process works to solve this unbalanced binary problem. 7 
different scenarios were detected in the decision tree and were resumed in Table 3.4. When players 
perform 6-days trainings in accordance with the specific characteristics described in the scenarios, 
they are more likely to get injured in the next training or match (F1-score=0.78). The odds provided 
in each leaf of the decision tree (i.e. values score) represent the probability to get injured or not when 
players show a specific workloads scenario. Moreover, carefully analysing the decision tree provided 
in Figure 3.6 and the scenarios in Table 3.4, it is noticeable that the injuries predicted by our machine 
learning process are those derived from events happened within 6-days after the players have returned 
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to train (see supplementary materials section 4). Hence, the high importance of the Previous Injuries 
feature is due to the fact that 13 of the 21 injuries observed in the dataset happened within a few days 
after a player had returned to regular training activities. In particular, Scenario 1 (Table 3.4) shows 
that the 11 of the 21 injuries could be described using only Previous Injuries features. However, 
despite the 76.64% of the prediction variance was explained by Previous Injuries the other variable 
could help the machine learning to accurately predict injuries. As a matter of fact, Table 3.2 shows 
the lower ability of the machine learning processes to predict injuries using Injuries Previous as 
unique predictive features (Previous Injuries Dataset) than the ones that use the feature selected by 
LSVC feature selection (Feature Selection Dataset). In addition, the lower accuracy was detected 
using the Complete dataset as well. Thus, only a few GPS features should be taken into account to 
accurately predict injuries. 
Athletic trainers and coaches could be interested in the prediction of injuries as the season 
goes by. To this aim, machine learning process performed in a Real Scenario showed that its accuracy 
increases in subsequent training weeks (Figure 3.8). As a matter of fact, 42.86% of the injuries could 
have been identified and avoided through the football season using this technique. In this way, the 
total number of injuries could have been drastically reduced thus keeping all the players available to 
all matches.  
 
2.3.6. LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY 
Although this study has reached its aims, there were some limitations. The Dataset used to 
train the machine learning process was not complete. Not all the players’ trainings were documented 
because of technical problem on GPS tools during the recording. Moreover, the GPS data of the 
matches were not documented because it was not allowed in the football season 2014-2015 when the 
data were recorded. Thus, future investigations are required in order to create a most accurate machine 
learning process using a dataset, which take into consideration the GPS data of the matches in addition 
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to the training ones’. This dataset implementation is needed because the higher loads performed 
during the matches probably induce the higher risk of injuries, as well. 
 
2.3.7. CONCLUSIONS 
This study presents a predictive model that can be used to detect football players who are more 
likely to incur injuries. Thus, athletic trainers, coaches and physiotherapists could strategically put at 
rest the players in order to avoid possible injuries by assessing Previous Injuries, Acceleration above 
2 m·s-2, Acceleration above 3 m·s-2 and High Metabolic Load Distance per Minute in a period of 6 
days. In particular, the football team analysed in this study should keep under control the discrepancy 
of these features when players return to the regular training, because of the numerous times they fell 
back into injuries.  
In order to avoid misunderstandings, it is important to highlight that the results provided in 
this investigation refer to the football team recruited for this study. The diversities of coaching 
processes and physical characteristics of the football players in each team do not permit to make 
inferences about the football players’ population. Hence, this study provides only an example of how 
a machine learning process could be used to predict injuries. However, an enlargement of the dataset 
including different football teams might allow to build a generalized algorithm able to predict injuries. 
In addition, with more injury case will be possible to relax the binary label (injury/no-injury) used in 
this study according to the severity of injuries in order to produce a more accurate injury prediction. 
Thus, future study are required to better investigate the injury prediction problem using a huge and 
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2.3.8. APPENDIX 
Section 1 – A moving average is a series of averages of different ordered subsets derived from 
the full data set. Therefore, the average of the initial fixed subset of data (from the first value of the 
time series to the n one in accordance to the fixed subset size) is the first element of the moving 
average. Then, the subgroup of the dataset shifts forward (i.e., excluding the first value of the fixed 
series and including the next one) until the last value in order to create a moving average dataset. 
Moreover, in order to emphasize particular values in the fixed subset, a moving average may be 
unequal weighted in accordance to specific functions (e.g., span, centre of mass and half-life). In 
particular, in this study, Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) was used.  
The EWMA decreases exponentially the weights of the value (Lowry et al. 1992; Lucas and 
Saccucci 1990). In particular, the more recent a value is, the more it is weighted in an exponential 
function according to a decay α: 
α = 2/(span+1) 
an example of span=10 is provided in Figure 4.1. In accordance with the exponential function the 
moving average is computed as: 
EWMA=(xa1+xa2+…+xan)/n 
In this study, we vary n=1…10 in order to detect the best n to predict injuries (Figure 4.2).  
 
Figure 4.1. α of a span period of n=10. 
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Figure 4.2. Description of moving average approach used to predict injuries. 
 
 
Section 2 – Feature Selection is a statistical technique able to select a subset of the most 
relevant features to solve a machine learning problem. This technique is widely used because it 
reduces the dimensionality of the dataset in order to simplify the interpretation of the machine 
learning process, enhancing the possibility to generalize the process and reducing overfitting (i.e. 
reduction of variance) (Flach 2012). In this study, a features selection based on Linear Support Vector 
Classification (LSVC) was used (James et al. 2013). This technique was employees because the 
LSVC tries to separate a binary labelled dataset with a hyper-plane that has a maximal distance 
between them (Maximal margin hyper-plane) working in combination with the kernels technique that 
automatically realizes a linear or non-linear mapping of the feature space. Thus, these LSVC 
characteristics permit us to select the best subset of features able to detect injuries in each sliding 
windows dataset (James et al. 2013). 
 
 
Section 3 – The quality of the classification tasks was assessed by four measures: precision, 
recall, F1-score and area under the ROC curve (AUC) (Goutte and Gaussier 2005). In particular, the 
precision or positive predictive value is computed as: 
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ܲݎ݁ܿ݅ݏ݅݋݊ ൌ  
ܶݎݑ݁ ݌݋ݏ݅ݐ݅ݒ݁ 
ܶݎݑ݁ ݌݋ݏ݅ݐ݅ݒ݁ ൅ ܨ݈ܽ  ݌݋ݏ݅ݐ݅ݒ݁
 
This value represents the fraction of retrieved events in a class by a classifier that are correctly 
classified in accordance to the true classification. Instead, the recall, true positive rate or sensitivity 
are computed as: 
ܴ݈݈݁ܿܽ ൌ  
ܶݎݑ݁ ݌݋ݏ݅ݐ݅ݒ݁ 
ܶݎݑ݁ ݌݋ݏ݅ݐ݅ݒ݁ ൅ ܨ݈ܽݏ݁ ݊݁݃ܽݐ݅ݒ݁
 
This denotes the fraction of true positive events that are successfully retrieved by a classifier. 
Moreover, the precision and the recall are sometimes used together in the F1 Score (or f-measure) to 
provide a single measurement for a model. The F1-score is the harmonic mean between these values 
computed as: 




In addition, the accuracy of the classifier was assessed by using the area under the receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) curve. An area of 1 represents a perfect classification and an area of 0.5 
represents a worthless one. The ROC curve was created by plotting True Positive Rate (i.e. Recall) 
against the False Positive Rate (i.e. ratio between False Positive and the sum of False Positive and 
True Negative, which represents the proportion of negative data points that are mistakenly considered 
as positive, with respect to all negative data points) at many different thresholds. Therefore, the Area 
Under the ROC Curve (AUC) is the probability that a classifier will rank randomly chosen positive 
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Section 4 – Previous Injuries permits to detect fall-backs into injury when players return to 
play. Table 4.1 provides specific values obtained by EWMA (n=6) to define the days when players 
incur injuries again after a previous one.  
Table 4.1. Previous Injuries value obtained by Exponential Weighted Moving Average with n=6 
 Days when player returns to play after an injury 
n of previous injuries 1 2 3 4 5 6+ 
1 0.17 0.33 0.50 0.67 0.83 1.00 
2 1.17 1.27 1.33 1.38 1.43 1.47 
3 1.63 1.72 1.77 1.81 1.84 1.86 
4 2.03 2.10 2.15 2.17 2.20 2.22 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In accordance with the results found in the two studies presented in this thesis, it is possible 
to assert that Machine Learning processes could be useful in order to help football coaches and athletic 
trainers on coaching process. As a matter of fact, as showed in the first work presented in this thesis, 
this technique could provide an objective evaluation of the weekly training loads that could be helpful 
for sport field experts to maintain the higher performance throughout the season balancing loads-
recover ratio during the football training week. On the basis of the first investigation, future works 
are schedule with the purpose of comparing different kind of weekly training periodization throughout 
the football seasons or among different football clubs in order to define the best one able to positively 
affect the performance in the match day. In this way, it will possible to mathematically demonstrate 
the theory about sport team periodization by a high-dimension generalized model of the in-season 
short-term training cycle. 
 Moreover, as showed in the second work provided in this thesis, it could also be possible to 
detect players’ risk of injuries by using a machine learning approach. This process could be useful to 
detect possible forced absence of essential players during the matches or training because of an injury. 
Using the algorithm provided in the second study, coaches and athletic trainers could detect when 
players have to rest from physical activity in order to reduce their risk of injuries and consequently 
the risk of force absence to essential matches. In this way, football clubs could schedule weekly 
training workloads program in accordance to players’ demands to maximize the training effect on 
match performance with an acceptable risk of injury. Due to the fact that the injury prediction work 
is still very much in the beginning, future investigations are needed in order to improve the algorithm 
enlarging the datasets with data derived from matches and recovery time, relaxing the injury class 
(i.e., from binary to multiclass machine learning problem in accordance with the severity of injuries) 
and testing the algorithm on different football club in order to generalize the decision rules. 
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In this thesis, it was provided only two example that testify the potentiality of the machine 
learning process applied on sport sciences. As a matter of fact, this technique could be also used to 
better investigate several aspects of both the individuals’ well-being and athletes’ performances 
thanks to the big amount of information that we are now able to record due to the recent technological 
advent. Until now, coaches and athletic trainers make predictions on the game results based on their 
experience, instinct, and/or gut feeling. However, a quantitative prediction which uses some form of 
objective data to predict the outcome is useful to reduce the subjectivity of making predications based 
on instinct (Leung and Joseph 2014). In conclusion, thanks to this technique, sport scientists could 
solve old problems in a better way or new problems in the best one. 
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